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Landscape is increasingly emerging as a model of 
urbanism. It has traditionally been defined as the 
art of organizing horizontal surfaces. Not only the 
configuration, but also the materiality and performance, 
designers can activate space and produce urban effects 
without the weighty apparatus of traditional space 
making. 
While looking at the Beijing context, as much of 
the urban China, with such a strong economic 
growth and rising incomes, people are seeking more 
convenient, high-amenity lifestyles, with efficient 
public transportation and greater access to cultural 
and entertainment facilities. As an urban catalyst, the 
Beijing 2008 Olympic Games has ignited explosive 
growth and regeneration of the city, raising issues of 
further planning in sustainability and urban legacy, key 
issues that emerge for urban centres in the process 
of transition, which there is a need to seek ways to 
deal with the high level of urban transformation, and 
complexity of the contrasting China context. 
Landscape 
Issue Architecture City 
The thesis aims to investigate the inter-relationship 
of landscape, architecture and the city, which would 
examine the meaning and formation of landscape in 
multi-scalar approach, the city, the district and the unit. 
It begins with questioning the traditional way of utilizing 
and future making of landscape in a city as a major 
public place and to seek alternative way of forming an 
urban landscape which acts as an integral part with 
city's live pattern, which involves issues of infrastructure, 
mobility, and living community. It would also seek the 
potential of being an urban responsive structure that 
allows modification, shifting and replacement to occur 
under the conditions of rapid urbanization. 
Site 
Landscape appears in the Beijing context as part 
man and part nature, as from the superimposed ideal 
city pattern onto the natural flat land, it began the 
dialogue and negotiation between man and nature. 
These landscapes are then modified and designed in 
an enclosed setting which detached from city, and only 
served for the emperor's enjoyment. 
As per the social structure have a big change after Qing 
Dynasty, those landscape gardens were then opened to 
the public and arouse the need and use of the public 
space in district level, and became as part of the social 
and daily life. Such change in the social structure, it 
also re-establishes the communal and public need in 
such landscape. However, the enclosed setting can only 
provide limited access from the city and lacks in the 
integration with the existing city fabric. 
•Ctty-
I Landscape strategy 
I => Live Pattern 
� t r i c t Unij , , 
Methodology ^ — — -‘ 
It aims to re-configure the live pattern through 
landscape strategy in the scale of city, district and unit, 
based on the relation of landscape, architecture and 
city. It is believed that through planning of landscape 
strategy to create urban responsive structure, which 
can become part of the evolution process in a city. It 
would inject diversity and vibrancy in a rational and 
strategic way to against the usual monotype, static and 
disjunctive city regeneration plan. It naturally selects 
and deselects different elements, to form a promising 
integral part with the incoming forces, so as to enrich 
the overall urban experience in the rapid process of 
this evolving capital. 
It can work as a new city landscape that composed of 
total new construction and transformed old fabric. It 
would involve the figure and ground re-configuration, 
begin with the transformation of Old Hard Fabric 
(Hard Edges, Disjunction, Solidity) to form New Semi-
Soft Fabric (Soft Edges, Integration, Plasticity, Fluidity), 
with adding in new architecture which integrated 
as part of the formation of the ideal landscape and 
possibly acts as a bonding elements in a city. 
Such methodology of landscape strategy in urban 
planning aims to solve the social contradictions that 
occurred in rapid urbanization conditions, to achieve 
the coexistence between modern and the traditional 
elements, and bring to a closer relationship between 
public landscape and the city. 
Abstract (Issue | Site | Methodology) 
The thesis aims to investigate the inter-relationship of landscape, architecture and the city.Traditionally cities derived its form from architecture as urban form. Can cities also be 
generated from the conditioning of landscape and urban form? Can landscape conditions affect architecture in forming the city, and work as an urban ideology, to fabricate the 
city in a more sustainable manner? How landscape can become part of the process of urbanism in contemporary Chinese cities such as Beijing.This form of sustainable urban 
design can adopt landscape strategies and tactics an alternative method of urban transformation. 
Contemporary Beijing currently is a place undergoing rapid evolution, architecture, society, and landform. Beijing was conceived as an artificial city superimposed onto the 
natural flat lands, with added man-made nature such as mountains and lakes.This model is typified by the 'enclosed landscapes' of courtyards and parks, having served for private 
enjoyment during the imperial period for the Emperor's use, while citizens create their own landscape within their dwellings as appeared in the traditional courtyard house to 
fulfil their needs for open space.This Chinese opposition of private and public landscapes, open and closed spaces will be a subject of study as well as urban transformation of 
neglected lands, within the context of New Beijing, by understanding its planning and future evolution. 
The thesis project proposes that landscape types and design techniques be developed as urban tactics and be applied as strategic intervention with a multi-scalar approach 
(city, district and block), applying similar technique at different scales. Local and generic conditions are studied, analyzed and made instrumental to the design process. Hence, 
architecture via landscape strategy should have the capacity to influence the urban fabric and the structure of the future city. Contrasting the traditional city, developed 
from urban planning structure, to city form, to architecture composition (as by-product).This thesis is architecture's reclamation of the contemporary city through its urban 
landscape. 
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Landscape has capacity and potential to work in multi-scalar approach, 
which the similar techniques can be applied at different scale. Hence, 
architecture via landscape strategy can influence the urban fabric and 
the structure of the city. In which contrast to traditional city, where it 
derived from urban planning, to city form, to architecture fabrication. 
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Axial Extension Force and Monumentality Intersection of Axis and Green Belt 
Exchange System Possible Alternatives between 
-Different Landscape Resources 
-Eco-System of Inside & Outside 
-Infrastructural Network (Ring Road, Cross Roads, Subway) 
-Modes of Activity (Leisure & Living) 
-New & OW Fabric 
Existing Conflicts of Asian Games Site: 
-Non-Sustainable I Under-Utilized Landscape 
-Disjuntion of Urban Fabric 
-Inappropriate I Discontinous Scale of Existing Architecture 
Division Self-Evolving Landscape Exchanging 
Opportunities for Intervention: 
-As Mediator between Leisure Green Ring (Filtering Greenbelt) and Inner-City 
-As a Demostration of Landscape work with Architecture to inform the formation of City Fabric 
-As an Integration of different type of Landscape: Olympic Park /Theme Park I Historical Linear Park I Sport Park 
“Locate along the Axis / Possible Direction of Growth of Landscape Urbanism towards the Inner-City 
-As a Gateway at the Old City Boundary of Yuan Dynasty 
Urban Planning and Design Strategy of the Asian Games Site: 
-As indicated from the planning,this would be a leisure oriented land, with residential usage, it would be a desirable place to demonstrate the intergration of Landscape with 
Leisure and Living to re-fabricate the non-sustainable architecture and urbanize the void to various types of landscape and urban fabric of surrounding 
“Instead of using hard greenbelt as a way to function, there can be an alternative type which can contribute to the transformation of the inner-city 
r 
Exchange System Planning for 2020 between Green Corridor / Expansion Control Ring & Sub-Urban Fabric 
“From the large scale green policy, the site presents as the gateway of the big system juxtapose to the inner-city, in a smaller scale, 
it provides opportunities to work as a catalytic seed which can inform how the large scale green policy can contribute to the 
inner-city. 
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Meaning and Forrhltion of Landscape 





















sausset | paris,france 
Hermann park | houston.tx 
tandschafcspark | duisburg germany 
prospect park | brooklyn, ny 
Hudson river park | new york city, ny 
elysian park | los angeles, ca 
tiergarten | berlin. germany 
downsview park | toronto, Canada 
Olympic park 丨 beijing^ china 
mont royal | montreal, canada 
hyde pari< complex | london, great britain 
central park 丨 new york city, ny 
centennial park | Sydney, australia 
emerald r 
lincoln park | chicago, il 
Stanley park | vancouver, canada 
golden gate | san fransisco, ca 
south r^rk I chicago, i) 
stapleton | derwer»co 
go,ca 
f great park ] los angeles, ca 
dio park | san frandsc 
ultepec p! 
gwynn's fall greenway | baltlmore, i 
bois de Boulogne | parts, france 
fresh kills | staten island, nj 
amsterdam bos | amsterdam. netheriands 
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Theory • Classical | Modern | Contemporary Period 
Theory. Classical Chinese 
Classical Landscape Architecture , , . . . 丄 • a 
A successful Chinese classical landscape artist is one who succeeds in making the elements in a garden look as if they are part of nature and m harmony with nature. A 
successful design must have a sense of poetry and purpose. It must have a composition that consists of: 
-Contrast of Openness and Closeness 
-Full of Curved and Straight Lines 
-View and Vista in Front 
To achieve these objectives the following techniques have to be applied: ‘ 
-Making Hills 
-Creating Water 
-Placing Elements in Appropriate Positions 
Garden Elements 
The essential features in a Chinese Garden are hill and water.Without such features the garden is incomplete and lacks the COntfaSt o f fluidity a n d SOlidit/. 
It is of vital importance that all of the elements are in harmony with one another.As much as possible the man-made elements and 
natural elements must be present to make the garden complete. 
(Feng Shui, Environments of Power, A Study of Chinese Architecture - Dr Evelyn Lip) 
Theory. Classical Western 
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Perception and 丨deal Landscape 
From Plato, learned Renaissance designers and planners established a formal system based on simple geometric f igures-the circles and 
square - that they were pressed perfection.They also had a pHSS IOH for mathematics. But unlike medieval mathematical applications, which produced complex 
systems, renaissance mathematics produced a formal language of simplicity and elegance.The circle. for example, symbolized 
the cosmos, ruled by God ，and related all subordinate parts to a whole.The geometry of the circle determined the proportions and 
relationship of all elements perceived by the senses.ihis belief in the inherent perfection of simple geometric 
forms was the model to which artists and planners tied their reason and emotions as they undertook creative activity. 
(Landscapes in History, Philip Pregill, Nancy Vol kman) 
Tudor Period in England (1480-1603) 
Designs were expressed in rural lowland settings, it was compact, geometric, enclosed within masonary walls, hedges or fences, limited use of water features, abundance of 
bright floral material... 
The French grand style, baroque, as developed by Andre Le Notre (1656-1720s) 
Designed were expressed in large scale of gardens, sense of clear & open spaciousness, use of false perspective, radial avenues, cross axes meeting at rond points, expanded use 
of standing water & grand canal, elaboration of patterns in parterres, use of elaborate fountains and cascades... 
(Landscape Architecture, William A. Mann) 
The Chinese gardens are unlike traditional Western landscape design in which spaces and elements are based on geometry and 
symmetry. Eastern traditional landscape spaces and elements are modelled on nature. 
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Theory • Modern - The Garden Cities 
Proposed Garden City Idea in Greenbelt, Maryland, Radburn 
London, 1944 
Each city may be regarded as a magnet, each person as a needle, and so viewed, it is at once seen that nothing short of the discovery of a method for constructing magnets of 
yet greater power than our cities possess can be effective for redistributing the population in a spontaneous and healthy manner. 
There are in reality not only, as is so constantly assumed,two alternatives - tOWPI life a n d COUDtry life - b u t a t h i r d a l t e r n a t i v e , in which all the 
advantages of the most energetic and active town life, with all the beauty and delight of the country, may be 
secured in perfect combination, and the certainty of being able to live this life will be the magnet which will produce the effect for which 
we are all striving - the spontaneous movement of people from our crowded cities to the bosom of our 
kindly mother earth, at once the source of llfe, of happiness, of wealth, and of power.The town and the country may, therefore be regarded as two magnets, each 
striving to draw the people to itself - a rivalry which a new form of life, partaking of the nature of both, comes to take part in. 
Garden city is built up. Its population has reached 32000. How will it grow? I t Wi l l gPOW b / e s t a b l i s h i n g a n o t h e r C i t / some little distance b e / O n d 
its own zone of ‘country，，so that the new town may have a zone of country of its own. For administrative purposes there would be two cities, but the 
inhabitants of the one could reach the other in a very few minutes,for rapid transit would be specialy provided for, and thus the 
people of the two towns would in reality represent one community. 
(Garden Cities ofTomorrow, Ebenezer Howard) 
Theory . Modern - The Radiant City 
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Suburbs must be eliminated and nature brought into the cities themselves. The ‘Voisin’ Plan for Paris 
The present city authorities are trying at all costs to the thrust us out into suburban garden-cities (150 to 300 people to the hectare). My own proposal is that we should pile 
the city in on top of itself, intra-muros, and increase its population density to 1000. 
We must eliminate the suburbs, eliminate and ban these garden-cities with their mock nature, then we shall hear no more about the transportation crisis. And then, on top of 
Paris as it is, costive, shut-in and stifling, let us build the GREEN CITY =The RADIANT CITY .Nature brought inside the walls of Paris. A 
nature neither more nor less artificial then that of the garden-cities, but useful inside the city. 
We have, of course, eliminated the "corridor-street" - the street that now exists in all the cities of the world. Our living quarters have nothing to do with the streets. More 
than that, we have deliberately gone against the present tendency to envisage the pedestrians running to and fro on raised walks in the air and the traffic occupying the ground. 
We have allotted the ENTIRE GROUND SURFACE of the city to the pedestrian.The earth itself will be 
occupied by lawns, trees, sports and playgrounds. Almost 100 percent of the ground surface will be used by the inhabitants of the city. And since 
our apartment houses are all up in the air, raised on pilotis, it will be possible to walk across the city in any direction. 
Thus, the parks, the sports grounds, the entertainment areas, etc, are all around the houses. and under the houses, 
there will be covered playgrounds.The houses will cover 11.4 percent of the surface of the residential areas.That I c a V e S 8 8 . 6 p e r C e P I t OpCD tO t h e s k y . l n 
this way, one of our aims has been attained: sporting activities will take place directly outside the houses. No more courtyards, ever again. Instead, a n O p 6 n vIbW from 
every window. 
(The Radiant City, Le Corbusier) 
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Many of the conceptual categories and projective practices embodied in landscape urbanism and documented in this publication arise from outside those disciplines traditionally 
responsible for describing the city. As such, landscape urbanism offers an implicit critique of architecture and urban design's 
inability to offer coherent, competent, and convincing explanations of contemporary urban conditions, in this 
context, the discourse surrounding landscape supplants architecture's historical role as the basic building block of urban design. Across a range of disciplines, many authors 
have articulated this newfound relevance of landscape in describing the temporal mutability and horizontal extensivity of the contemporary city. Among the authors making 
claims for the potential of landscape in this regard is Stan Allen,"Increasingly, landscape is emerging as a model for urbanism. Landscape has traditionally been defined as the art 
of organizing horizontal surfaces... By paying close attention to those surface conditions - not only configuration, but also materiality and performance - designers can activate 
space and produce urban effects without the weighty apparatus of traditional space making." 
Landscape is a Medium, uniquely capable of responding to temporal change, transformation, adaptation, and 
參 
s u c c e s s i o n . These qualities recommend landscape as an analog to contemporary processes of urbanization and as a medium uniquely suited to the open-endedness, 
indeterminacy, and change demanded by contemporary urban conditions. As Allen puts it ‘ ‘ L a n d s c a p e IS PlOt OPl ly ？i f o r i T i a l I T I o d e l for U r b a n i S I T I 
today, but perhaps more importantl/, a model for process." 
Among the first projects to orchestrate urban program as a landscape process was the 1982 competition for Pare de la Villette，it proposed landscape as the basic framework 
for an urban transformations of what had been a part of the working city, left derelictby shifts in economies of production and consumption.The competition for la Villette 
began a trahectory of postmodern urban park, in which landscape was itself conceived as a complex medium capable of articulating relations between urban infrastructure, 
public events, and indeterminate urban futures for large post-industrial sites, rather than simply as healthful exceptions to the unhealthy city that surrounded them. 
(The Landscape Urbanism Reader, Landscape as Urbanism, Charles Waldheim) 
觀攀 tr,....和、乂 
fr ： , 
formulated landscape as the 
over time, especially complex evolving 
The winning scheme, by the office of Bernard Tschumi, represented a conceptual leap in the development of landscape urbanism, i 
most suitable medium through which to order programmatic and social change 
arrangements of urban activities. 
Equally significant was the influence of the second-prize entry submitted by the Office of Metropolitan Architecture and Rem Koolhaas.The unbuilt scheme explored 
the juxtaposition of unplanned relationships between various park programs. His organizational conceit of parallel strips of 
landscape, itself having become something of a canonical cliche, radirally juxtaposed irreconcilable contents…The i n f r a S t r U C t U r e o f t h e p a r k W O U l d b e 
Strategically organized to support an indeterminate and unknowable range of future uses over time. 
In the wake of LaVillette's Influence, architectural culture has become increasingly aware of landscape's role as a viable framework for the contemporary city. 
Another key strategy of landscape urbanism is the integration of transportation infraStrUCtUre into public SpaCe .This is exemplified by 
Barcelona's program of public space and peripheral road improvements, including projects such asTrinitat Cloverleaf Park by Enric Battlle and Joan Roig, among others.While 
this genre of work - the use of landscape in the stitching of infrastructure into urban fabrics. 
(The Landscape Urbanism Reader, Landscape as Urbanism, Charles Waldheim) 
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Critiques on Theory of Landscape 
Classical Modern Contemporary 
- > Attitude and technique deriving Take as part of the 
organization of city 
(Architecture 牛 Landscape) 
a 
Take as part of the 
organization of city 
(Architecture + Landscape 
Or Landscape = Architecture) 
From the ideas and theory from classical, to modern, and to contemporary period on landscape, we can observed that human being started on thinking what is the attitude 
towards the nature at the beginning and how can it be imitated into certain parts near their settlements. Gradually, it started to be taken as part of the organization of city in 
the modern era.While developed in the contemporary period, landscape started to be considered to work with architecture as a mutated composition to take part in urban 
planning. 
From the in-depth ideology investigation from classical period in both western and Chinese world, we began the dialogue between different cultures and nature. Moving 
on to the modern ideas, the significance that came along is the breaking the rigidity of the boundary between the city and nature, while creating interface in between, 
it introduced the composition and mixture of both, and it could work as a possible model of the city and hence to serve the general public. Another achievement is about 
the liberation of the ground conditions, based on the proposed typology of building that achieved, it aroused the attention that brought along on the horizontal ground 
conditions. Besides the proposed change in the living density and the city network, which it introduced the abundant possibilities and opportunities that could be happened on 
the ground surfaces. 
However, the proposition of Ebenezer seems giving up the possibilities of transforming the existing city into the idea of garden city and makes it become the process 
of evolution in the city. He accepted the existence of arising disadvantage of pure town and pure country in terms of serving people, he proposed to build up this alternative 
typology of city which only take the advantages from both, and link it back to existing core city with rapid transit and work as a satellite town. 
On the other hand, it was lacking in the consideration of scale and enclosure in related to particular culture and settlement at the same time. From Corbusier's 
points of view on liberating the views to the sky, and enhancing the views from the living unit, it came along with the enormous impacts on the original communal scale of the 
particular society and culture. It works as a perfect tabula rasa way of treating every country, every fabric and every culture in the exactly the same way. It did not give enough 
responses in terms of the process of evolution in a particular city, it is simply a universal tool to do replacement and became an experimental idea on the city fabric. 
It also diminished the street of communal scale, streets were becoming the vehicular lanes, the possible communal activities were suddenly been put on the vast land, 
which could destroy the well-established relationship between the form and structure of settlements. But it does open up the tremendous opportunities of designing the 
ground landscape. 
From the rising need of transforming the old city to fulfil the rising and constantly changing social needs, it leads to the idea of emphasis on the integration of landscape and 
architecture in the process of design in contemporary period. Architects and urban designers were starting to put effort in investigating the use of landscape and architecture 
as a medium and framework to response to the urban conditions. From Pare de laVillette, it explores the idea to formulate landscape as medium to work with programmatic 
and social change over time, landscape can be the basic framework for an urban transformations. In Pare de laTrinitat, it successfully dissolved the bulky infrastructure 
to the surrounding context, and made it all accessible from all directions. But one would argue that the scale of the landscape architecture is incompatible with the context, it 
leads to a question of people density and distribution in related to the scale of the landscape architecture. 
Further on this, I believe that the idea of landscape architecture has the capacity to become part of the urbanism in the contemporary city and can take a role . 
in sustainable urban planning which adopt landscape strategy as the pre-dominant method for transformation under the rapid-urbanizing conditions. In which, the 
architecture can mesh with landscape to work as an urban design tool to inform the transformation of the city fabric into a sustainable city model, in particular to work on 
multiple scales of use and activity and compositional organization to recalibrate a non-sustainable site to resonate with urban context.The form of the 
city can also be derived from landscape architecture instead of the traditional building mass. It can also explore the potential of using architecture to urbanize non-sustainable 
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In many contemporary cities, fragmented situations are an often phenomenon that architects and urban planners have to face and challenge.When there were attempts 
that the landscape to fuse with architecture as one of the species of urban fabric in the contemporary period. Landscape strategy whereby can provides a 
gradual and continuous evolving organic mechanism which can absorb and contribute, where fundamentally based on the urban fabric and thus to create 
interactive and influential dialogue to inform both back and forth to the formation of the urban fabric.Therefore the need of identifying the right 
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The significance of the groundscraper is its great scale of footprint and impact on location-ecosystem. 
Ecological principles as applied to architecture is timeless and fundamental, an organic order. 
One crucial aspect of groundscrapers and subscrapers is the provision of continuously vegetated-planting 
zones as ‘ecological corridors'. These contribute to maintaining and improving the biodiversity of the locality 
by enabling the various species of flora and fauna to migrate and to interact with each other as well as with the other 
ecological factors of the locality. 
For improving urban connectivity, the land form can be mound at the sides of the builtform to 
create vegetated-mound-forms as another prototype typology to visually and physically blend the 
builtform horizontally with the ground plane and the landscape. 
Ecological design must seek a systemic harmonious relationship between the new man-made built-
form and the ecological systems of the site within the context of the biosphere. It is more about the design 
of its interface with the natural systems in the biosphere symbiotically. 
Groundscrapers and Subscrapers . KenYeang 
ui 
Notion of Sustainable City 
Green Thinking . Nature Imitation vs Green Ideology Ideology - Nature Imitation 
Sect急on AA-
Ideology - Green Dynamics 
PenangTropical City. Ole Scheeren 
1st Phase 2nd Phase 
Today it is still discussed at the level of the natural climatization of window shades 
instead of urban activities and potential. 
Sustainable enters as regeneration and continual renewal of an urban 
structure. 
The project proposes to recognize and exploit the qualities of the tropical city 
and envisions a pragmatic implementation of concentrated built 
substance within a connective tissue of green and activities. 
The duality of the project recognizes its actual Content and context as 
a major quality. It proposes to reformulate and emphasize existing 
conditions instead of overwrite them, which is a symbiotic texture that 
polarizes the differences, exacerbates its tension, strengthens its own 
potentials. 
It is vague and unstable, and allows for the dynamic mutation of the city 
over time. It is an amalgam of landscape and public, a posturban 
condition. 
3rd Phase 
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Theory on Sustainability 
Definitions of Sustainable Design 
Sustainable design can be defined as ecological design - that integrates seamlessly with the ecological systems in the biosphere 
over the entire life cycle of the built system.The building's materials and energy are integrated, with minimal destructive impact 
and maximum positive impact on these systems. 
Key Concerns in Sustainability 
It should be aware of the connectivity of all systems in nature and that these should be integrated as part of the built system's 
processes. Designers should also beware of making excessive claims about the sustainability of their designs because ecological 
design is still in its infancy. 
The Way of Using Nature as Guide 
Nature should be imitated and our built systems should be mimetic ecosystems. 
Ecological Design 
iwfMMM (ti>tgiLi trwewN 
CxT 一 幻 
Biosphere Saturation 
Urban Ecosystem 
Occupants are placed in tidy 
Cellular compartments or a 
Regimented Workstations 
Theory of Ecological Design 
Soils 
3 Environmental zones and their 
interaction with the biotic factors 
Model of a system and its environment The Built Environment 
and the exchanges between the two 
environment -
mivir o environniB •»mcnt <J 
Stacks of Self-Sufficient Pods 
Increaing Urbanization as a consequence of 
population growth is making the biosphere 
more and more inorganic and artificial 
System's View of Ecological Interactions 
in the Build Environment 
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Sustainability Issues in Beijing Context 
Community 
Light, Wind, Green Infrastructural 
Development 
In general, sustainable development is a pattern of resource use that aims to meet human needs 
while preserving the environment so that these needs can be met not only in the present, but in 
the indefinite future. 
The field of sustainable development can be conceptually broken into three constituent parts: 




/ Landscape strategy 
I => Live Pattern 
^str ict Uni> 
Environmental Problems in Beijing 





Underground Water Recharge 
Energy Energy Consuption 
Energy Unefficiency 
Critiques .Tina di Carlo 
Reintegration with nature has always been a modernist task. It proposed such a paradigmatic shift. Greenness is redefined as the texture of the 
tropical green mixed with built substance. 
Green refers to the connective, permeable tissue of activities between and amidst concentrated components. It is sustained through strategic 
implementation. 
This model implies an architecture that is no longer mimetic but systemic, no longer functional but organizational, not synthetic but symbiotic. 
Pluralistic urbanism or a posturban condition inherently proposes sustainability as a strategy of exacerbation and addition rather than imposition of structure and the 
minimization of its effects. It is exacerbated to perpetuate a series of urban future potentials. 
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Reference Cases . Beijing, China | London, UK 
Notion of Sustainable City . Beijing Case 
Linked Hybrid . Beijing • Steven Holl 
Radiant Cooling I Heating System 
Geothermal Pump in Energy Supply Concepts 
Integration of Communal Landscape both Inside and 
Outside the Dwellings 
Geothermal Pump in Energy Supply Concepts and 
Radiant Cooling I Heating System 
Notion of Sustainable City . London Case 
Landscape Strategy of the Lower Lea Valley Regeneration and Olympic Masterplan, London 
m 
Extension and Integration of green systems and 
waterways system 
Integration of waterways system 
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Beijing Evolution Conditions 
Social Issues: relations between urban planning and society 
947 













Critique . Imperial Period 
From the fisrt Imperial settlement in the Beijing city, the city was continuously relocating its centre of gravity and adjusting the formation of the own boundary, hence 
progressively shifting the definition of the inner and outer city and the gradually developed the social hierarchy of the place. 
Liao Dynasty . It focused on building temples, and the location is selected for convenient exchange of business and culture with surrounding clan, with 8 gateways and 26 miles 
in perimeter of city wall. 
Jin Dynasty . It further constructed based on the Liao's planning, it expanded to have 13 gateways and 37 miles in perimeter of city wall. 
Yuan Dynasty The palace is re-built, it had 11 gateways and 60 miles in perimeter of city wall. (28.6l<m) 
Ming Dynasty .The city wall shifted south, it has 4 gateways and 20km, start to develop landscape 
Qing Dynasty . Ritual place of different religions were built, and many artificial landscapes were further developed. 
Pre-1949 traditions 
傘 T 龜 % c 1 
> 躍 r i 1 
Infrastructure 
First Idea on Ring-Shape Development Programmatic Zonin； Satellite Towns f I \ c 
f 北 体 M 
Republic of China. 1911 
(1949- limited to 
province of Taiwan) 
Stre欲Scape - | 9 5 7 i 
V A' *.•‘“...上-J . . 
！ 
Post-1949 socialist" 
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Buildings and Population Distribution 
m 
1993 Ht  9 K a 
“ • - - - ^^ • 
卜^ < t l ( —UL, ^^ Mj 
j f j L 
Sli/KCh of Road CroM S«ction VI ect^ City ProcMT <，M3> 
2004 
Critique . Pedestrian and Vehicular Flow through Streetscape 
-Width of road discourage interaction and physical connection between 2 sides 
-Use of greenery as barrier of noise and air pollution to 2 sides 
-Widen of vehicular lanes while not for bicycle and pedestrian lanes 
Post-2000 Olympic factors 
二 二
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Regional Structure C 
Critique . Post-1949 Socialist Period to Post-2000 Period 
Based on the 1935 General Plan of Moscow, there are general planning principles which succinctly outline the main ideas and purposes behind socialist town planning, 
like - Stringent land-use zoning to ensure that housing and employment should not be far from each other, yet should be adequately separated to avoid the bad effects of 
environmental pollution; - Extensive green space; - Planned development of residential areas, based on the three levels of organization, i.e. the superblock, the mikrorayon 
(residential district) and the residential complex; each was to be provided with the necessary day-to-day shopping and recreational facilities. 
Zoning method was generally adopted in 50s in Beijing, the city was mainly been devided into administration, industrial and educational region.The system of city should depend 
on the nature of career of residents. As green was also been considered as one of the type in zoning, the idea was gradually becoming green belt zone, as the rapid development 
of infrastructure allowing the integration of elements within the city. 
For the post-2000 Period, the urban planning is becoming a multi-disciplinary and multi-scalar aspect to investigate, from the idea of functional zoning to the idea of green belt 
zone, it started to be used as a tool to control the unlimited horizontal expansion of the city, and also the use of fragmented / filtering green belt, and to make sure the new 












As the Green Planning came into place lately after other factors, it works as a supplementary policy 
within the city, but rather it is mainly considered as a city expansion control tool 
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Landscape Issues: relations between resources and green system planning 
Green Land Resource 
Country Green Preservation 
丨爱�«B« f t華.《方窠 
Country Green Preservation 
Green Identification 
fit* 
Introducing Green into both Country and City 
^ j ^ ^ i o n wi^ Cil^lements Introducing Green Bel^nd Ring 
1982-2000 1992-2010 
Critique . Landscape Strategy for the City 
The consideration started from small scale to large scale, and gradually adopt the strategy of point, line, surface, belt, network and ring.The government initially started to 
identify the available green resources, which once planned to introduce green into both country and city, based on the existing city wall and river, however it stopped as the 
green policy was not on the top piority. From 80s, as the attention of pollution on environment were raised, the idea shifted to preserve the greenery in the country.The 
Government start to think of the sustainable policy and integration of the existing green elements to the heritage, fast growing infrastructural system, water resources during 
the 90s. It also brought along the idea of transforming certain old elements to provide pocket parks within the city. From 2004 onwards, It started to take wet land as part of 
the planning, and the integration of the city's green system to the nearby ecological system. 
The secondary greenbelt is used as ecological barrier and as a tool to control the further expansion of the central city.The filterinng 
city, and placed in between the new developed area, so as to achieve the sharing on certain amount of green elements. 
used to limit the development of 
One can imagine such defensive mechanism of the green feature would limit the public usage on outdoor green space, and create tremendous fragmentation of the urban fabric, 
while it limited the possible transformation of the central city. On one hand, Beijing is facing the internal force pushed by Shenzhen and Shanghai, while globally, landscape are 
gradually work with architecture to inform the possibilities on urban fabric. 
Integration of Eco-System 
v . . jZ 
JiQ04-2010_ 
The First Greenbelt: 
240 sqkm (125 sqkm: Leisure Park. 
=> Green Leisure Ring for Living 
The Second Greenbelt: 
1650 sqkm 
60% - 990 sqkm Green Area 
<40% - Construction (with 30-40% Green land) 
二> Control Outward Expansion 
9 Green Zones: : � \ . ' 
within the new city ， ^ ‘“，— 
=> Connection with the Greenery of Inner City 、，> • ' v 
I 
5 Green Land Insertions: � � 
along radial road 
=> Prevention of city fabric from merging when growing outward 
Planning of Greenbelt I & 2 The 2nd Greenbelt Zone Plan 
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Water Supply 
1957 
•\ .. ！: 
C 
Water Resource 北京市域水瀑规划田 
] 
1949 1958 •• _.. 1982-2000 … 





Critique .Water Strategy for the City 
Traditionally, Beijing is a city that generally lack of water resource, it mainly rely on the 
supply fromYong Ding river on west, from 80s, the water lackage, waste and pollution 
are the main 3 problems in Beijing, then idea of open up new resource, saving and 
preservation are gradually applied. 
The network of water supply has increased rapidly in density and city coverage, 
reflecting the growth of both population and development. 
In the planning for 2020’ the government planned to have a South-to-North Diversion 
Scheme, which open up water resouces from far south. For such policy, it is indicating 
the lack of natural resouce and the rapidly increasing needs for water to supply the 
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Architecture Issues: relations between physical built form and life pattern 
Traditional Courtyard House Mega-Courtyard 
Critique 
The idea of indoor and outdoor and the transition is very blur in the courtyard house, while move on to the mega-courtyard, the separation between outdoor and indoor are 
very clear, and the transition in between is very sharp, and providing only one moment of change in the interface. Hence, it leads to the febric change based on the composition 
of the landscape and architecture. 
The typology of the landscape changed from the enclosed and internalized landscape which only served for the Emperor's personal enjoyment, to offer opportunities for public 
to enjoy, and to create communal park and the linear park. However, beside the linear park which transformed from the old city walls, the imperial garden and the newly created 
communal park are having enclosed settings, which separated from the urban fabric. 
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1982 Planning: 
2000-
City Green Cover 
Green Land. 5200f 
Public Green Ratio 
iOOH for Park) 
10 sqm I people 
1992 Planning: 
I t ^ r e e n Coverage . 28% to 40% 
Public Green . 3073H to 6474H 
Public Green Ratio . 10 sqm I people 
POPULATION 
o o PUBLIC GREEN RATIO 
Human Issues: relations between human and nature 
2004 Planning: 
2020-
City Green Coverage . 44-48% 
Green Land Ratio . 40-45sqm I people 
Public Green Ratio .15-18 sqm I people 
As life pattern tremendously changed a f terQing^ 
communal activities outeidejhe.5Wiv^wdtmgsr^ 
people go morg-to-etrtsMe 
-continu^ly evol^d after 1949, many landscapes are opened up to public and visitors to meet the rasing needs for 
can bring along 
During Imperial period, most part of the daily life were incorporated into the traditional courtyard house, having a harmony between dwellings and landscape. Move on to the 
SO's those courtyard houses are further sub-divided and build additional structure to satisfy the need of the increased density of 丨iving.The human's activities are gradually rely 
on the street, open square, parks. Such a shift from inward to outward, it leads building more communal spaces and green open spaces to meet the increasing 
demand on communal aspect and to match with the transfom}^ 
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Significance of Landscape and Network 
-Potential of Integrating the Rapid Growing Subway with Land 
(Olympic Park & Linear Park) 
-Distribution of Landscape within the Different Rings Zone 
-Landscape as Void taken from the Urban Fabric 
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District . Park 
Time Line . Major Parks 
Bei Hai Park . Liao Dynasty (916 - I 125) 
Ming Dynasty City Wall Relics Park. 1368-1644 ----------------------------
Jing Shan . Jin Dynasty 
Yuan Capital Earthern Wall .Yuan Dynasty ( 1368-1644) 
Landscape Established 
Landscape Opened to Public 
Significance of Landscape and Leisure 
- Major Outdoor and Public Space for Leisure Activities 
Forbidden City. 1420 
Temple of Heaven (Tiantan Park). 1420 
- Capacity to absorb Public Gathering I Daily Activity I Major Events 
- Enclosed I Gated Condition from the Surrounding Urban Fabric 
Temple of Earth (Ditan Park) . I 530 -------------
Altar to the Sun (Ritan Park) . I 530 
Summer Palace (Yi He Yuan) . Qing Dynasty 1888 
Gardens of Perfect Brightness (Yuanming Yuan) . Qing Dynasty 
Summer Palace (Yi He Yuan) . Qing Dynasty 1888 
Gardens of Perfect Brightness (Yuanming Yuan) . Qing Dynasty 
Sun Park (ChaoYang Park). 1984 Olympic Park.2008 
Forbidden City. 1914/ 1925 BeiHai Park. 1925 
69 hectare (39 water) 
(69 X 10000 sqm) 
Temple of Heaven (Tiantan Park). 1918 
Sun Park (ChaoYang Park). 1984 Olympic Park. 2008 
Ming Dynasty City Wall Relics Park. 2003 
1.5 km in length 
Jing Shan . 1928 
Temple of Earth (Ditan Park). 1923 
1935-1957 Closed 1984 Re-Opened 
Altar to the Sun (Ritan Park). 1951 
21 hectare 
Yuan Capital Earthern Wall Relics Park .2006 
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Hierarchy of Pathways 




along main path 
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along main path 
Communal Pattern 
Materiality 
along secondary path 
Relationship of Pathways ath 
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Path Communal Pattern 
Hierarchy of Pathways 
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Unit Traditional Courtyard House 
Significance of Landscape and Living 
.High Integration with the Live Dwellings 
,Enclosed Landscape as Shared by differernt Sectors of the House 
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Beijing Analysis 
Contextual Study. Beijing Green Code 
Asian Games Site as the Intersection of the Primany Green Belt and the Central Axis 
J - Identification of Green Type and Sequence / Interface of Landscape and Architecture 
Primary Green Belt 
Area . 240 sq km 
Park. 125/240 sq km 
Function . to prevent merging of clusters of fabric 
.provide leisure for inner city 
Form . Integration of Ring I Radial I Point I Belt 
Secondary Green Belt 
Area. 1650 sq km 
Location . between 5th and 6th Ring 
Green .60%, (990 sq km) 
40fc (30-40% green ratio) 
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Study on Asian Games Site 
Historical Significance 
-First large-scale international sports event (11stAsian Games,1990) 
Original Planning Goals 
-To Intergrate the Large Economic Investments with the Future Urban Development 
-To Benefit the Place Socially, Economically and Environmentally and to the 
Inhabitants Level 
Future Need & Potential of Asian Games Site: 
-To Revitalize the Under-Utilized Site in Servering the Community 
-Right Time and Place to Re-Calibrate the Mono-Used Program and the Abandoned 
Land after the Olympic Force Entering into the New Beijing 
Olympic Planning Olympic Post Planning 
0 100 200 
Strategies for the Proposed Site: 
-Integration of Surrounding Landscapes 
(eco-system) 
-Interweaving of Living & Leisure Park 
-Mediating between Central Axis & _ 
Historical Linear Park 
-Responding to the Monuments of 
2 different period of Beijing 
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Multi-Scale 
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i # Small Scale 
Pare de laVillette Scheme 
Bands / Alignment Bands H Submerge & Emerge 
i i i High Speed 
Railway Complex 
Pare de laTrinitat 
Contour / Perforation 
d Seattle Sculpture Park 
Shape H Superimposition 
Volume H Decomposition 
Shape H Continuity & Discontinuity 
of Solid&Void 
Large Scale L 
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Plot Ratio Comparison | Proposed Programmatic Organization 
Beijing Plot Ratio Comparison 
Contemporary Living Development 
(RR.~I.5/Green Ratio 〜50%) 
Courtyard House Development 
(RR.〜0.6 / Green Ratio 〜30%) 
Plot Ratio of Immediate Surrounding Proposed Programmatic Organization 
Park Development 
(RR.〜0.1 / Green Ratio -90%) 
Beijing Population Density (2007) 
1,023 / km2 
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-To Achieve the Density of the Contemporary Living Model but with the Green Ratio of Traditional Courtyard House 
=> Proposed Plot Ratio: 0.6-1.5 / Proposed Green Ratio: -50% (50% construction area of the whole site) 
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Experimentation of Strategies 
Urban Cell. Decomposition Urban Seed. Network Urban Strip. Bands 
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Research 
1.0 Thesis Statement 
I. i Thesis Questions 
1.2 Abstract (Issue | Site | Methodology) 
1.3 Proposition | Vision 
2.0 Meaning and Formation of Landscape 
2.1 Landscape Scale Comparison 
2.2 Theory . Classical | Modern | Contemporary Period 
2.3 Critiques on Theory of Landscape 
3.0 Notion of Sustainable City 
3.1 Green Thinking • Nature Imitation vs Green Ideology 
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The thesis aims to investigate the inter-relationship of landscape, architecture and the city 
at different scales. It explores on how landscape strategies and tactics as an alternative 
method of urban transformation, can influence the process of urbanism in contemporary 
Beijing, which is undergoing rapid evolution in architecture, society, and landform. This 
thesis project is Architecture's reclamation of contemporary city through re-fabricating 
its urban landscape. Hence, Architecture via a multi-scalar landscape strategy aims to 
influence the urbanization of future city. 
The 1990Asian Games Site (an urban void for past 19 years) is proposed as an experimental 
ground located at the intersection of Beijing's masterplan Greenbelt Ring, and the end 
point of the Olympic green central axis created by the Olympic Park. It is also located 
in between the traditional inner city with fine-grain fabric to the south, and the 4th Ring 
Road with large scale monumental Olympic icons to the north. New infrastructural spur-
line connections make this a place of first arrival to New Beijing, mediating between 
different urban elements at both local and global scales. 
Cultural Campus is proposed as an idea of medium density development (FAR = 0.8) to 
activate and charge the vacant Asian Games site, as well as supporting the surrounding 
community of local inhabitants and global visitors. Landscape acts as unifying urban strategy 
to create a continuous topography with diverse programmatic and differentiated densities. 
Campus operates as a culturally collective body for living, working, research, leisure, 
commerce and public participation. It is an inclusive new community that accommodates 
surrounding urban activities. Different scales and levels of program mediate between the 
public and private domain. Cultural identity is conditioned from the location of the site: 
which extends the culture of Olympic-Asian Games Heritage, and Ar t referring to future 
development of National Ar t Museum of China in Olympic Green.Tiered housing and 
research facilities are grafted to the under-utilized Asian Games stadium to promote daily 
leisure, with new formal art and cultural facilities within a public landscape that integrates 
Beijing daily life. 
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Asian Games Site in Different Periods 
Asain Games Period: Success & Failure 
2001 -2008 
Olympic Period: Dream Vs Reality 
Q - Activation of 4th Ring Fabric 
-Promotion of Sport Culture in China 
-Preparation of Future Olympic Axis 
X - Activation of the whole AGS 
-Integration between AGS and Urban Context 
-Clarification of AGS Identity 
Q - Formation of the Green Axis 
-Promotion of Sport Culture of China in Global Stage 
-Preparation of Green Policy of Master Plan 
X - Activation of the Remained AGS 
-Integration between AGS and Urban Context 
-Clarification of AGS Identity 
2008 - 2020 
Post-Olympic Period: Government Planning Model 
Questionable density and mode of development 
Lack of responses to surrounding urban fabric 
Generic development in nation's strategic location 
Dicard the opportunities and potential in future master plan 
Throughout different period of time, the site are under-utilized in the 
2 post-event periods. Since it is located in such an important place, and 
surrounded by different types of landscape, it is expected to carry out its 
role and be part of the urban process in terms of landscape strategy. 
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rtyard House Development 
-0.61 Green Ratio -30%) 
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Park Development 
(RR.~O.I H Green Ratio -90%) 
Post Planning Development of Olympic Park 
FAR. = 0.8 
Total Floor Area = 232.8 ha 
The FAR of Proposed Cultural Campus in Asain Games Site is proposed 
to be 0.8, with 91.2 ha total floor area, as to creat a park-liked condition 
while not achieving too low density as traditional courtyard house, and 
to work with the contemporary demand and future development in the 
Olympic Park. 
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Campus Type Development - Jian Wai SOHO 
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Idea of Campus . Idea of Culture 
Idea of Development 
Identity ofPI«e 
Cultural Campus 
Traditional Static I Discrete 
Programmatic Organization 











Cultual Campus works as the model of development on Asian Games Site. It works as a collective body of different sorts of daily life elements, through landscape conditioning, 
different elements begin to interact and work as an organism that continually absorb and transform responsively according to the need of the urban surrounding. As it is 
located at the intersection of Beijing's masterplan Greenbelt Ring, and the end point of the Olympic green central axis created by the Olympic Park, if the idea of campus 
works successfully, it can inform the possible formation and component of the future fabrication of the Greenbelt Ring in landscape planning in 2020, which aims to provide 
recreational function to serve the urban population. < 
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Comparison & Simulation on Relative Density and Scale of Fabric 



































































Internal Organization of Asian Games Site 
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Design Process Composite 
Relative Density / Fabric Scale 
+ Growth System 
+ Urban Topography 
Relative Density I Fabric Scale 
+ Landscape Coverage 
Relative Density I Fabric Scale 
+ Landscape Coverage 
+ Growth system 
W WM 
Relative Density I Fabric Scale 
+ Landscape Coverage 
+ Growth system 
+ Urban Topography 
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Artificial Landscape Modeling Explorations as Design Technique 
Topography 
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Master Plan of Cultural Campus on 
Asia门 Games Site 
Asian Games Site during Olympic Games 2008 
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Architectural Organization 
Different programs are located strategically and responsively to the surrounding urban 
context, while having a central gathering place in the middle to form a web / network of 
program. Local community, global visitors, and campus member share the different sorts 
of facilities in the design of the continuous topography. 
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Besides it can be organized as network of program, it can also be interpreted as cell of 
program, while different program may mutually affect the nearby activity, and work as 
different destination points, like golf games, that promote the internal flow of circulation 
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